Abstract. In order to solve the problem of accuracy decrease of Direct Position Determination (DPD) in the presence of gain-phase error, the effect of the gain-phase error to the DPD algorithm is analyzed and an improved DPD algorithm with gain-phase error is introduced. In this algorithm, the gain-phase errors and the position of the targets are co-estimated simultaneously with iteration, which reduce the effect of the gain-phase errors. Simulation result shows that the improved algorithm has higher accuracy than the DPD algorithm without correction.
Introduction
Localization using passive sensor arrays has been encountered in many fields, such as wireless communication, radar and sonar. To determine the target position, traditional multi-station localization systems need two steps: first the DOA (direction of arrival), TDOA (time difference of arrival) or FDOA (frequency of arrival) of the narrowband signal are estimated by each station, which are then transmitted to the fusion center; the estimated results are then used to estimate the target position [1] . These algorithms perform well in good signal noise ratio (SNR) situation, but the drawbacks are significant. Each station estimates the DOA/TDOA/FDOA separately, for which the inherent constraint that all intercepted signals correspond to the same source is ignored. Simultaneously, the rest of the data is abandoned after parameter estimation, while the weak signals drowned in the noise could be abandoned.
To solve these problems, Anthony J. Weiss proposed a one-step direct position determination (DPD) algorithm [1] [2] [3] . Using the same observation model of the tradition two-step system, instead of estimating parameters such as DOA, TDOA before target position localization, this method uses the original array data to directly estimate the target position. DPD performs better than 2-steps way in low SNR. Moreover, the position accuracy approaches the CRLB when the values of SNR are high. According to the data processing methods, these algorithms can be divided into 2 kinds: frequency-domain data DPD (FDPD) and time-domain data DPD (TDPD). The accuracy of FDPD is highest in all DPD method, but in over-the-horizon (OTH) model FDPD fails [4] [5] [6] ; the accuracy of TDPD, which can be used in OTH model, is a little lower than FDPD, but still higher than the 2-steps way [7] .
Traditional DPD algorithms are all based in one hypothesis that the arrays are ideal, which assumes no gain-phase errors between array elements. But in actual use the gain-phase errors are unavoidable. Gain-phase error is a complex gain error caused by the inconformity of amplifiers gain in receiving channels, which is independent with the DOA. Auxiliary source correction algorithm and self-correction algorithm are two common way to correct array channel gain-phase error. Auxiliary source correction uses auxiliary source whose position is accurately known to estimate the gain-phase error, while the self-correction algorithm uses a self-iteration way to correct the gain-phase error and estimate the DOA simultaneously. Array Channel gain-phase error not only reduces the accuracy of the DOA estimation but also reduce the accuracy of the localization of the target. In this paper, a multi-array based self-correction FDPD (MBSC-FDPD) algorithm in the presence of gain-phase error is proposed. Simulation result shows that the MBSC-FDPD algorithm has higher accuracy than the classical FDPD algorithm when the array channel gain-phase error exists.
System model
Consider a bearings-only localization system composed of N base station and each station is equipped with an antenna array consisting of M elements. All the stations are time synchronized by GPS. An emitter locates p in the horizon range, which transmits narrow band signal in the far field of the antenna arrays. Denote the position of the nth (n=1, … , N) array qn, and the signal received by the nth array can be presented as:
where ( ) n t r is the observed 1 M  output array in the time of t , n b is the unknown complex channel attenuation, ( ) n a p is the nth array response to the signal transmitted from position p.
is the signal waveform, delayed by ( ) n  p and generated at time 0 t , ( ) n t w is the complex envelope of the noise.
The sample version in Eq.1 is given by:
, , 
where K is the sampling number.
In actual use the gain-phase error exists, which can be described as a direction independent gain-phase error vector Thus, when gain-phase errors exist in the channels, the array response can be described as [2] :
where ( ) n n diag  Γ Ψ and Eq.2 can be represented as , ,
MBS-DPD Approach
The classical FDPD algorithm [1] [2] A.J Weiss proposed is essentially a Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator to the target position based on the original array output data. To separate the transmission delay and time in the signal waveform, taking the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of Eq.2 we get
Where the overbar indicate the DFT coefficient of the corresponding time samples. The least squares estimate of the position is given by minimizing the cost function (0), (1),..., ( 1) (0) ,..., 
Under the common assumption that the signal waveform is not known to the receivers, the cost function in Eq.9 is maximized by selecting the vector as the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix. Hence, Eq.9 reduces to [2] 
In summary, the MBSC-FDPD algorithm is given by the following iterative procedure:
2) Find the estimation of p by Eq.17 with Γ .
3) Using the so-obtained p , compute γ by Eq.13 and find the refined Γ . Repeat Eq.2 and Eq.3 a few times to obtain the final estimation of p .
Simulations
In order to examine the performance of the advocated method and compare it with the traditional approaches, we performed extensive Monte Carlo simulations. Consider four based station placed at (0, 80), (150, 0), (0, 200), (100, 300) and one target emitting narrow-band signal at (100,300) Each base station is equipped with a linear array of nine antenna elements. Each location determination is based on 64 samples of the signal. The SNR is 5dB. Compare the localization performance between the conditions of gain-phase errors existing and not existing, the cost function values calculated by Eq.15 in the monitoring area is displayed in Fig.1 . In Fig. 1(b) , the gain error is 4dB and the phase error is 30°. We can see that in the presence of gain-phase errors, the peak near the target is lower, which results in the decline of accuracy. Compare the performance of MBSC-FDPD and the traditional method, set the gain errors for different stations as 4dB, 3dB, 2dB and 1dB, and the phase errors as 15°,15°, 5°and 5°, and we get the cost function as Fig.2 . After self-correlation, the peaks of MBSC-FDPD becomes sharper. Use the same simulation condition in Fig.2 , the SNR is varied between -10dB and 5dB, at each SNR value, we performed 500 experiments in order to obtain the statistical properties of the performance. The root mean square error (RMSE) shown in Fig. 3 reveals that the MBSC-FDPD estimator performs better than the traditional FDPD. The better the SNR is, the more improvement of MBSC-FDPD can be reached. 
Summary
In this paper, we first present the FDPD localization model in the presence of gain-phase errors. We have proposed a MBSC-FDPD algorithm to improve the localization accuracy under this model, which uses an iteration way to estimate the gain-phase error and target position simultaneously. With the price of more calculation account, the accuracy of localization is improved.
